(54) Title: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DYNAMIC OPERATIONAL DECISION MAKING IN MULTI TYPES/LAYERS WIRELESS RADIO ACCESS NETWORKS BASED ON PROGRESSIVE DATA FLOW DETECTION

(57) Abstract: The present invention is directed to a system and method for a dynamic and automatic decision making process related to the ongoing operation of next generation, multi-vendor wireless radio access and core networks, based on progressive data flow detection. The method comprises the steps of receiving network data files from the networks, the data files including data from the network and from the multiplicity of mobile users; extracting the operational related data from the data files; analyzing the performance of the data flow from the related operational data for the multiplicity of mobile users; generating and executing modified mobility data transport files for the access and core networks with the modified data transport files, to perform modifications to the operational networks and verifying and analyzing the quality of service and performance state of the networks and the multiplicity of mobile users after implementing the executional changes.
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